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Sky Data Vault Saves Healthcare Organization
From Being Denied Cyber Insurance
The Situation

Customer
Non-profit healthcare
organization with five locations in
Southern California.

Challenge
The Customer was having difficulty
securing cybersecurity insurance
because their backups did not
meet requirements issued by their
insurance carrier.

Outcomes
• Sky Data Vault worked with the
IT Partner to thoroughly assess
their customer’s needs and
delivered backup and disaster
recovery solutions seamlessly.
• A combination of DRaaS
for higher priority data and
applications and BaaS for
lower priority data allowed the
Customer to stay within budget
while also meeting insurance
carrier requirements.
• The IT Partner further solidified
their role as a trusted advisor to
the Customer.

The Customer’s insurance company was requiring more robust backup and recovery for data
and servers than what they had in place.

The Challenge
With an increase in ransomware attacks and security risks, insurance companies are
implementing robust requirements before offering coverage. Due to an increase in
claims, insurance companies have taken steps to re-evaluate risk, including requiring
data backups and 10-day recovery capabilities. Many insurance companies also require
a 3rd party “post-breach team” to be in place as part of companies’ incident response
plans. The Customer did not meet these requirements to have proper cyber insurance.

The Solution
The Customer turned to their trusted IT Partner who had previously worked with
Sky Data Vault (SDV). The Partner introduced the Customer to the SDV team, who
then conducted a thorough review of the Customer’s data protection and recovery
requirements. From there, SDV recommended a combination of recovery systems.
The first was Disaster Recovery as a Service (DRaaS), ideal for high priority applications
and data. The second was Backup as a Service (BaaS), for lower priority data. DRaaS
will provide the Customer access to files and folders as well as cloud recovery in under
30 minutes for mission critical servers. With BaaS, the Customer will regain access to
their files and folders in near real time. These data recovery solutions were ideal for
the Customer thanks to the quick recovery times and no egress fees, meaning the
Customer can retrieve data from the cloud without any extra charges.
Both services are fully managed by SDV, allowing the Customer to focus on their
core business while having their data protected. Sky Data Vault helped the Customer
implement and transition to disaster and recovery backup services, making it a fast and
seamless experience.

Customer Outcomes
• Secured cyber insurance with protected server environments in place, as well as having
recoverable mission critical files and folders within 30 minutes of a ransomware attack,
site disaster, fire, flood or electrical outage.
• Gained access to a fully flexible and scalable data protection service without adding to
their IT team’s workload.
• Maintained budget while adding value thanks to easy-to-understand pricing model of
recovery and backup services.
• Gained access to free annual cloud recoverability tests to verify services are functioning
properly.

Partner Outcomes
• Demonstrated their value to the Customer by understanding the issues at hand and
introducing a unique solution provider to solve the existing challenges.
• Provided affordable solutions with a customer-focused approach.
• Continued work with Customer as a trusted advisor.
• Sky Data Vault’s solution was easy for the Partner and seamless for their Customer.

